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 top headlines
 Sci-fi view 
School of Medicine physicians
 recently became the first in
 Indiana to perform a surgery using
 Google Glass.

 Residency support 
A prestigious grant award will pave
 the way for a new residency
 program in medical physics and
 diagnostic imaging.

 Praise for partnership 
Moi University leaders recently
 praised the AMPATH program
 during a three-day ethics
 workshop in Kenya.

 editor’s picks
Grants

 Young investigator awards 
Applications for the Indiana CTSI's
 Young Investigator Awards in
 Clinical-Translational Research are
 due April 1.

Opportunities

 Brater Scholarships 
The Indiana Institute for
 Personalized Medicine is now
 accepting applications for the Brater
 Scholarship Program. Due April 15.

News to Use

 Chair sought 

features of the week

 story

Mission possible

Ronald Williams, a volunteer clinical
 professor of neurology at IU School of
 Medicine-Fort Wayne, will spend four
 months with five other scientists in a domed
 facility in Hawaii designed to simulate a
 space mission on Mars.

 podcast

"Sound Medicine"
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The search is on for a visionary
 academic leader to serve as chair
 of radiology and imaging sciences.
 Apply by March 31.

Kudos

 Top educator 
Sheryl E. Allen has been recognized
 as one of the Top 25 Most
 Influential African American
 Educators for 2014 by Black Health
 Magazine.

 faculty & staff spotlight
 Career exploration 
Brandi Gilbert leads the Life-Health
 Sciences Internship Program,
 which connects IUPUI students to
 internships at IUSM.

 student spotlight
 Health policy 
Three IUSM-Terre Haute students
 met with Sen. Joe Donnelly and
 retired Sen. Richard Lugar during
 a trip to Washington, D.C.

This week, "Sound Medicine" explores a new
 study on the benefits of probiotics for babies
 with colic. Other topics include free, or
 maybe not-so-free, preventive services
 under the Affordable Care Act; patients who
 leave hospitals against medical advice; and
 kidney transplants for pets.

 events & lectures
Early registration deadline for
 American English for International
 Professionals
02-28-2014

Alpha Omega Alpha Week
03-03-2014

Emergency Medicine Grand
 Rounds on Boston Bombings
03-05-2014

Weekend U: Sex, Drugs and Rock
 and Roll
03-08-2014

Shave the Date Carnival
04-08-2014

IU School of Medicine Calendar

IUSM campus links
Bloomington • Evansville • Fort Wayne • Indianapolis 
Lafayette • Muncie • Gary • South Bend • Terre Haute
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